The complicated orthography of Sanskrit and Pali loanwords in Khmer language poses a significant didactical obstacle, as the standard rules of Khmer orthography are irrelevant to those words.
Notes on transcription and transliteration
Since compatibility of the phonemic representation used within this paper with previous literature is not material to the subject, all transliterated and transcribed 1 examples in this article are presented in IPA (2005 revision).
Introduction
For a non-Khmer student, one of the first striking features of Khmer language is the abundance of Sanskrit and Pali loanwords in the vocabulary. The fact that the standard rules of Khmer orthography are seldom applicable to Indic 2 borrowings, poses a significant difficulty for beginning to preintermediate level students. A closer look at the process of introduction of Indic lexical items into Khmer shows that Sanksrit textbooks are among the sources to search for a solution of this problem.
The history of Indic influence over the Khmer kingdoms of Funan, Chenla and the Angkor Empire spanned more than ten centuries of cultural development 3 . The Khmer assimilated Brahmanism and Hinduism together with Sanskrit and the Pallava script (the Indic prototype of the future Khmer script, see figure 1 for a comparison of glyph shapes), which quickly became the language and writing system of the ruling class (Audric 1979) . The sphere of sacrum was clearly separated from that of profanum in terms of the preferred language: the stone inscriptions that praised the god-king and his numerous virtues were written in Sanskrit, while documents concerning local economic issues were chiselled in Khmer.
With the arrival of new concepts in such fields as politics, religious beliefs, military theory, etc. came the need for new vocabulary in Khmer language. As all the required meanings already had lexical forms in Sanskrit, the Khmer adopted a tremendous amount of words in many specialist fields (with linguistics being one of them).
Pali rose to prominence in the Empire of Angkor together with Buddhism in the 12 th and 13 th centuries, during the reigns of Angkor's first buddhist (Masica 1991; Huffman 1970a) .
kings -Dharanindravarman II and Jayavarman VII (Audric 1979) . A substantial amount of vocabulary was assimilated into Khmer. As in the case of Sanskrit, Pali loanwords in Khmer are usually associated with the sphere of religion, however this is not a universal rule. An important point to make here is, that Sanskrit and Pali are closely related genetically. Pairs of Sanskrit-Pali cognates exist as borrowings in modern Khmer, in the form of alternative spellings of the same word (similar to the example of shirt vs skirt in English). This phenomenon is particularly interesting, because one can observe how some phonological and phonotactical relations between Sanskrit and Pali have crystallized in Khmer orthography (see table 1). 
The borrowing mechanism
The Khmer script and devanagari 4 are not directly related, however both are descendants of the ancient brahmi script and accurately follow it's structure. In terms of grapheme-to-grapheme relations, the Khmer script is a superset of devanagari. It contains the equivalents of all graphemes used in devanagari to write Sanskrit, plus additions created to compensate for the vast differences between Sanskrit and Khmer phonological systems 5 . Any word written in the devanagari script, can be transliterated into Khmer with no loss of orthographical information. Conversely, the exact orthography of a Sanskrit word can (with some exceptions) be reconstructed from the orthography of it's Khmer counterpart (see figure 2) . The only exception to this rule are the Sanskrit graphemes श and ष, corresponding to the phonemes /ç/ and /ʂ/. Their Khmer counterparts ឝ and ឞ have been superseded by ស in the modern orthography (see table 2 ).
Both the Khmer and the nagari script are abugidas 6 , i.e. every consonant grapheme has the sound value of a consonant and an inherent vowel. Their counterparts in the Khmer script, the independent vowels, function as combined consonant and vowel graphemes. The mechanism of borrowing lexical items from Sanskrit to Khmer was based on the fact that in the Funan-Chenla-Angkor period, both languages were written with a common script (Chandler 1991) . As a consequence of the aforementioned phonological disparity between Sanskrit and Khmer, the borrowings were subjected to extensive changes in pronunciation. Certain phonological contrasts specific to Sanskrit were not perceived by Khmer speakers. The most obvious case is the retroflex vs dental contrast. Of the five Indic graphemes linked with retroflex consonants, three were (and to 
Various vowel modifications are also possible (Coulson 1976; Huffman 1970a; Bühler 1977; Headley Jr. 1977) .
The orthography-based assimilation of Indic vocabulary into Khmer, in combination with the aforementioned changes in pronunciation of loanwords, turned the Khmer script into a complicated system in terms of the relation between spelling and pronunciation. Rules that govern native orthography are hardly applicable to Indic loanwords and vice-versa. This is a substantial impediment for a Khmer language learner, especially since no optimization of the 'memorize spelling and pronunciation, word by word' method is present in traditional Khmer language teaching. Even grammar textbooks published recently in Cambodia scarcely address this problem (Cchun 2007) . The following section is an attempt to provide an example approach to such optimization.
Identifying Indic borrowings in Khmer
Most loanwords in Khmer are immediately obvious as such for an advanced learner. Such identification is based on certain cues, which, if properly defined, should be usable even at the earliest stages of Khmer language learning.
The native Khmer lexicon is strictly mono-and disyllabic 7 . The word layout is /C(CC)V(C)/ for a monosyllabic, and /C(C)VC(CC)V(C)/ for a disyllabic word (elements in parentheses are optional), with the restriction that a short vowel may not occur in word-final position. The first syllable in a 
Other consonants:
Simplified phonemic transcription table (IPA):
disyllabic word is unstressed and thus shortened and centralized (Huffman 1970a) . Various types of deviations from the above rules occur in most foreign > Khmer loanwords:
• Polisyllabic words, eg. ករុ � /kaɁruɁnaː/ 'compassion, pity' -ety. Sanskrit/Pali /karuɳaː/
• Long vowel or diphthong in the first syllable of a disyllabic word, e.g. ភ� /phiǝsaː/ 'language' -ety. Sanskrit /bʰaːʂaː/ It must be stressed, that some loanwords are in perfect agreement with the aforementioned rules, e.g. �បេទស /prɑteːh/ 'country, state' -ety. Sanskrit /pradeça/ The spelling of loanwords in Khmer contains even more information on their etymology. The vast majority of consonant graphemes never occur in word-final position in native Khmer lexical items (see table 5 for examples). The Khmer script uses certain symbols exclusively in Indic borrowings (Huffman 1970a) . The symbol ក៌ indicates the grapheme used for /r/ in Sanskrit words, when it occurs initially in a consonant cluster. It is genetically related to the nagari symbol कॵ , as in:
Other spelling patterns that usually indicate Indic origin of a Khmer lexical item include:
• Clustered consonant graphemes at the end of a word (only the first grapheme is pronounced), e.g. ម ិ ត� /mɨt/ 'friend' -ety. Sanskrit /mia/
• Graphemes marked with the ក៍ diacritic symbol, used to indicate unpronounced final graphemes in a word of foreign origin, e.g. �បេយជន៍ /prɑjaoc/ 'usefulness' -ety. Sanskrit /prajoɟana/
• Presence of independent vowel graphemes, e.g. ឯក /Ɂaek/ 'single' -ety. Sanskrit /eka/ The case of independent vowels is somewhat problematic. The usage of independent vowels in Khmer spelling is not as strictly based on Sanskrit orthography as in the case of consonant and dependent vowel graphemes. The symbols related to Sanskrit long and short initial vowels of similar quality 
The glottal stop consonant (អ) combined with an appropriate dependent vowel is also a common spelling alternative for an idependent vowel. Since the sound values of independent vowel graphemes vary from word to word, a single independent vowel grapheme may have up to three such alternative spellings (Huffman 1970b ).
e.g. the independent vowel ឥ /Ɂǝ/ or /Ɂɨ/ or /Ɂǝj/ may be substituted with អ ិ , អុ ិ or អ ី , depending on the word it is used in.
Preliminary classification of Indic borrowings in Khmer
Indic borrowings (including compounds) often have synonyms in the Khmer native lexicon. The usual difference is that loanwords belong to a literary or formal register, while native words are more colloquial (Headley Jr. 1977 ). Some of the borrowings' meanings are so fundamental, that they are virtually unavoidable in day-to-day communication.
The loanwords can be divided into three groups, based on their occurence in compounds and function in modern Khmer 8 . Note that this is not a categorization in the strict sense -the exact borders between the following types of borrowings cannot be clearly defined. The placement of certain borrowings in this simplified model is ambiguous.
1. lexical borrowings: items used in their full lexical meaning and not occurring in compounds, e.g. អវកស -/ɁaɁveǝɁkaːh/ -'outer space, space void'; 2. fragment borrowings: items used both in compounds with other Sanskrit/Pali derived words, and in their full lexical meaning, e.g. ��ស� -/saːh/ -'science, forms the names of science disciplines' 3. modifier borrowings: items predominantly used as derivational affixes (they usually retain their full lexical meaning as well), also in conjunction with native words, with a varied degree of productivity, e.g.
ករ -/kaː/ -'nominalizing prefix deriving nominal phrases from verbs or verb phrases'
The first case is the least interesting for the point of view adopted here. Borrowings belonging to this type cannot be dissected into meaningful parts, and at the same time do not form compounds. They include widely used vocabulary, especially in the written language.
e.g. សប � ហ៍ -/sapːdaː/ -'week'
Indic loanwords belonging to the second category generally occur as constituents of compounds. The fact that they usually form compounds with other Sanskrit/Pali derived words, and the presently non-productive 9 character of this process, suggest, that the compounds were native to the source language, rather than a Khmer development. The most striking feature of the fragment borrowings is that a relatively small number of them occurs repeatedly in numerous compounds (Headley Jr. 1977) . Eight of the most common fragment borrowings (see table 4) 10 are constituents of over a thousand compounds. The most frequently recurring fragments can be usually associated with certain types of meanings of the compounds they form, however they do not necessarily always adhere to such patterns. Fragment borrowings tend to have a fixed position within compounds (e.g. ករ occurs exclusively in final position). The orthographic and phonological form of a fragment borrowing is not influenced by the other part of the compound, however, some consonant clusters created at the boundary are divided by a weak epenthetic schwa, as in the following example:
There are also cases of an otherwise unpronounced final grapheme, or graphemes, to become fully pronounced when occurring medially within a compound (Headley Jr. 1977 ).
e.g.
Modifier borrowings are special in that, they are used as derivational affixes in a productive manner 11 , which is very untypical in the predominantly analytical Khmer morpho-syntax. This means that, unlike fragment borrowings, usage of modifier borrowings is not restricted by the etymology of the lexical item they are affixed to. The two most prominent loanwords of this type are ករ -/kaː/ -'happening, act, job, activity' and ភព -/phiǝp/ -'state, condition, aspect, form, manner' (Headley Jr. 1977; Huffman 1970b ). The former is used to derive nouns (names of activities) from verbs and verbal phrases, while the latter derives abstract nouns from adjectives describing states. Theoretically, both can be used in their full lexical meaning, however, it is so broad, that it is difficult to create an example sensible from the point of view of day-to-day communication.
This quite unsophisticated model of how Indic loanwords function in modern Khmer was not thought up just for the sake of classification. The main purpose behind it, is to point out possible shortcuts in this problematic aspect of Khmer orthography, and optimize the didactic process. 
Indic loanwords in Khmer glottodidactics
The Khmer script is not a complicated system in terms of grapheme to phoneme relations. Given a phonotactically valid sequence of phonemes, there is little to no choice as to its correct graphic representation 12 . Conversely, the pronunciation of a Khmer word is in most cases immediately obvious from the spelling (Huffman 1970a) .
The above is true only for the native lexicon of Khmer. But, the Khmer word �បចណ � ('jealousy', from Sanskrit /pracaɳɖa/) should be pronounced /prɑcɑːndɑː/ instead of /prɑcan/ according to the standard rules (Headley Jr. 1977) . In native vocabulary, Khmer uses a single grapheme to represent each word-final stop. Therefore the word /prak/ ('silver, money') can only be spelled �បក់ . However, in the case of Indic loanwords, the final stop /-k/ can be spelled with any of the four graphemes: ក, ខ, គ, ឃ (see table 5 ). Such examples are so numerous and widespread in the language, that treating them simply as exceptions from the general orthography rules is not even remotely feasible from a didactical point of view.
One way to address this problem is to formulate rules for Indic loanword spelling and pronunciation based on the borrowing-related phenomena outlined in section 3. The most simple example of such a rule would be that the inherent vowels 13 /ɑː/ and /ɔː/ are pronounced as /a/ and /oǝ~eǝ/ respectively, in words of Sanskrit or Pali origin. 3. further elaboration on the occurence of the individual elements in other compounds: រថ is the first element of compounds describing various ground-based vehicles. យន� is the last element of compounds related to machinery, especially engine-powered.
The original transcription of a loanword is important because it can serve as a speech-based reference for the Khmer spelling of the word 14 . In the above example, the spelling cannot be inferred from the pronunciation -in a native Khmer word the pronunciation /roǝtjoǝn/ should yield the spelling រត់ យន់ instead of រថយន� . The transliteration of the Indic etymological source of a loanword gives full information about it's Khmer spelling, thus providing a systematic link between the graphical and speech-based representations of a meaning.
For the language learner this means that, instead of a very large lexicon full of arbitrary exceptions in spelling, he/she will be memorizing a much smaller lexicon governed by consistent orthography rules. For the teacher this means, that he/she will not need to shrug off questions like "why does the word /prɔhoǝh/ ('Thursday, the planet Jupiter') contain three mute letters?".
